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DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND FLIGHT TEST
EVALUATION OF CONTINUOUS DESCENT APPROACH

PROCEDURE IN FIR ZAGREB

ABSTRACT

As part of Local Conversion and Implementation Plan
which is based on the EUROCONTROL Revised Convention
the Republic of Croatia has undertaken to make a plan of im-
plementing the Basic Continuous Descent Approach proce-
dures. This paper addresses the issue of navigational path opti-
mization for the A-319/320 commercial aircraft within the fleet
of Croatia Airlines, during the approach part of flight, which
has a positive effect on fuel consumption, greenhouse gas emis-
sion and area of surface affected by noise. The experiments
were carried out in real conditions, using internal sensors
onboard (Flight Data Recorder) and independent GPS system.
Two types of approach were tested: Continuous Descent Ap-
proach (CDA) and Step Down Approach. The implementation
of CDA procedures, just for the fleet of Airbus 320/319 aircraft
of the Croatia Airlines results in approximate calculation in
fuel saving which amounts to 1.5 x 106 kg annually (only on
Zagreb airport). In this way, the productiveness of an air car-
rier, which is an integral part of the traffic process along with
the airports and air traffic control, is directly increased, thus ful-
filling the purpose of air traffic technology research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The process of transporting passengers and cargo
by air is characterized by overcoming a distance in
space while not being bound to a particular location in
space (except some tasks such as embarkation and dis-
embarkation of passengers, loading and unloading of
cargo, etc.) [1]. By agreeing to the Local Convergence
and Implementation Plan (LCIP) [2], based on the
EUROCONTROL Revised Convention, all airspace
users are obliged to develop and implement detailed

plans for harmonization and integration of systems
and services related to air traffic in accordance with
the single European ATM system. Therefore, all
aforementioned requirements must be in accordance
with the Eurocontrol ATM 2000+ Strategy, the Euro-
pean Convergence Implementation Plan (ECIP), the
European ATM Performance Enhancement Activities
(domain/programmes), and with the Single European
Sky (SES - e. g. SESAR, Common requirements, etc.).

During the process of becoming a member state of
the European Union, while legislation was being syn-
chronized between the Republic of Croatia and the
European Union and legal acts of the Council of Eu-
rope, the process which was defined in the National
Programme for Admission of Republic of Croatia to Eu-
ropean Union [3], a framework for creating Single Eu-
ropean Sky was adopted.

Based on the European Convergence and Imple-
mentation Plan (ECIP), the Croatian Civil Aviation
Authority and all stakeholders, airport operators,
ANS providers and all airspace users, are obliged to
create a Local Convergence and Implementation Plan
(LCIP) according to which the harmonization tasks
will be determined. One of these tasks is ENV01: to
implement Basic Continuous Descent Approach
(BCDA) procedures for environmental improve-
ments associated with approaches with continuous de-
scent. This procedure is defined by Air Traffic Law,
yet it has not been used so far and there is no plan for
its implementation.

2. RESEARCH GOALS

Based on the previous conclusions, the Faculty of
Traffic and Transport Sciences in Zagreb has pro-
posed the development of a science and economy co-
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operative project for determining the benefits of the
CDA procedures as well as their feasibility and cost-
-effectiveness inside the Croatian airspace (Zagreb
FIR). Based on this research, a plan of implementa-
tion of the CDA procedures in accordance with
ENV01 of LCIP could be made [2].

This research, partakers of which would be the air
carriers (predominantly Croatian flag carrier Croatia
Airlines), Croatian Air Traffic Control, airports and
other interested parties (e. g. Croatian Civil Aviation
Authority, Croatian Chamber of Commerce, Environ-
mental Protection Fund), would have two main goals:
– reducing the greenhouse gas emission during the

approach for landing,
– reducing the aircraft noise footprint during the ap-

proach for landing.
Secondary goals of this research – with direct effect

on commercial sector – are the following:
– to prove the effectiveness of the CDAs over stan-

dard approaches in terms of reducing noise foot-
print and greenhouse gas emissions,

– to develop operating procedures for the usage in-
side Zagreb FIR which would make the CDA pos-
sible with regards to air traffic capacity,

– to reduce the total fuel consumption of the Croatia
Airlines Airbus 319/320 fleet during the approach
for landing,

– to develop operating and approach procedures
within the air carrier company as a recommenda-
tion for crews with the goal of reducing fuel con-
sumption during the approach for landing at do-
mestic and international airports,

– to fulfil the ENV01: Implement Basic Continuous
Descent Approach (BCDA) requirement of the Lo-
cal Convergence and Implementation Plan (LCIP).
The concept of CDA has been operational for

many years. With the conventional landing approach,
aircraft are given clearance by ATC from the bottom
level of the holding stack (usually an altitude of
7,000ft) to descend to an altitude of 3,000ft. This alti-
tude is reached normally by step-down descent, with
aircraft descending and then flying level flight for sev-
eral miles before next descent and levelling out again.
Once the aircraft reaches the final approach course
and glide path angle of 3° to the runway (from 3,000ft)
it begins a continuous approach to landing. In contrast
to the conventional approach, the CDA positions the
aircraft at its most effective cruise altitude until it is
relatively close to the airport. At this point the aircraft
reduces engine thrust to idle and begins a descent to
the runway continuously. In this manner, the aircraft
stays higher for a longer period of time saving fuel
burned during the cruise at higher altitudes. In addi-
tion, during the conventional approach the pilots need
to apply extra thrust to maintain constant speed in
level flight approach segments at lower altitudes

which burns additional fuel and creates a larger noise
footprint on the ground. With CDA there is no varia-
tion in engine thrust while the aircraft maintains 3°
glide path angle approach.

3. EXAMPLES SUPPORTING THE
RESEARCH

Noise produced by aircraft during the take-off and
approach for landing has become a critical constrain-
ing factor at many European airports. The main rea-
sons for this are the constantly growing populated ar-
eas around the airports combined with the intensified
air traffic, leading to increased public awareness and
reaction to aircraft noise [3].

The noise abatement operational procedures used
today ensure lower levels of aircraft noise during the
take-off and landing and can be divided into three
broad categories [4]:
– noise abatement flight procedures: Continuous

Descent Approach (CDA), Noise Abatement De-
parture Procedures (NADP), Low Power/Low
Drag approach profiles (LP/LD), modified angles
of approach and reduced usage of reverse engine
thrust during braking;

– spatial management;
– ground management.

The Continuous Descent Approach is a noise
abatement procedure for the arriving aircraft in which
the pilot selects the most efficient rate of descent on
the path to Final Approach Point, where the proce-
dure for instrument landing begins (ILS approach).
This path enables the aircraft to fly without major cor-
rections of engine thrust, which is at the minimum
from the start of the procedure, thus reducing fuel
consumption from the beginning of the descent until
the start of the final approach phase (1000ft above
ground level).

The ICAO stresses the need to continue the devel-
opment on noise abatement procedures, especially on
CDA which brings, along with noise reduction, the re-
duction of the greenhouse gas emissions [4]. These
benefits include:
– 3 to 12 dB noise reduction and 8% to 36% reduc-

tion in noise contour areas on approach,
– as much as 35% reduction in CO2, HC and NOx ,

and 25 to 500kg savings per landing,
– 90 to 630kg CO2 and 30 to 220kg fuel savings per

departure.
The main goal of applying the CDA procedures is

to help pilots optimize their flight profiles on ap-
proach in order to reduce noise and greenhouse gas
emissions. In other words, this procedure tries to keep
aircraft as high as possible for as long as possible and
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then uses the selected approach profile with minimum
corrections in approach path.

Since CO2 emission is directly proportional to the
consumed fuel (3.15 tons of CO2 per ton of used fuel),
it is also going to increase by 57% by the end of 2015.
These predictions do not include general aviation and
military aircraft (NATO forces are equipped with
more than 12,000 aircraft). Therefore, these predic-
tions can be increased by further 8 to 20%.

The research conducted in cooperation with EU-
ROCONTROL has shown a 40% decrease in fuel
consumption during the approach for landing (fleet of
Airbus 320s and ATRs). In other words, depending on
the altitude at which the procedure is being applied
from 50 to 150kg of fuel can be saved. Expressed in the
relation of prices from the year 2007 this means a sav-
ing of 50-100 million euro per year [4].

With the aviation industry concerned with the re-
cent rapid rise in the fuel prices, the CANSO, Euro-
control and IATA have identified a series of short-
-term measures that together will reduce the annual
fuel consumption by 470,000 tonnes [5]. The mea-
sures are mainly in two areas: to ensure a tangible
improvement of the European airspace design for
both en-route and terminal areas, and to ensure a
tangible improvement to airspace and airport utiliza-
tion. Together they should result in an annual reduc-
tion in CO2 emissions of 1,555,000 tonnes each year

and saving in the airlines fuel bill in the region of ª390

million. The five action points of the Flight Efficiency

Plan are:

1. enhancing the European en-route airspace design
through annual improvement of the European
ATS route network;

2. improving airspace utilization and route network
availability;

3. efficient TMAs design and utilization through im-
plementing advanced navigation capabilities,

CDA and improved arrival/departure routes, opti-
mized departure profiles etc;

4. optimising airport operations through implemen-
tation of Airport Collaborative Decision Making;

5. improving the awareness of performance.
This plan will be implemented with IATA mem-

bers airlines, the air navigation service providers, air-
ports, the army and the States. It comes in addition to
the substantial efforts that have been made over the
past nine years by all participants in air traffic together
with Eurocontrol to improve the performance of the
European air traffic management network.

4. RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY
STUDIES

Two scheduled flights from Split to Zagreb have
been flown inside the Zagreb FIR and TMA by Airbus
319 aircraft of the Croatian flag carrier Croatia Air-
lines. The goal of this study was to demonstrate the
benefits of the CDA in terms of reducing fuel con-
sumption (implying the reduction of the greenhouse
gas emissions) and decreasing noise during the inter-
mediate approach phase of flight (Figure 1).

The results of these studies, presented at the
Inter-noise08 [6] Congress showed through simula-
tion a 35kg reduction of fuel consumption by using
CDA during the approach for landing. In-flight exper-
iments with Croatia Airlines A319, conducted in simi-
lar conditions as the simulated flight, showed a 150kg
reduction of fuel consumption per approach. The pos-
sible cause for sufficient difference between the simu-
lation results and the flight test results are in the Inter-
national Standard Atmosphere conditions, which
were the base assumptions for the conducted simula-
tions. The real conditions during flight deviate to a
certain extent from the standard conditions, in term of
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temperature and pressure gradient change, which may
influence the final results. These facts are to be evalu-
ated in the future flight trials and experiments.

In accordance with the operative experience of
CTN and the standard operative procedures of air
traffic control (ATC), for the first simulation the cal-
culation of the standard flight profile was taken on the
Split – Zagreb flight in the total duration of 32 min-
utes. The flight was planned for aircraft Airbus 319
with actual take-off mass of 52,800kg. The first seg-
ment included climbing to the planned FL240 at an
angle of 4.7° (climb gradient 8.2%) in the duration of
nine minutes at a distance of 48NM from take-off to
TOC (Top of Climb). The cruising segment from TOC
to TOD (Top of Descent) is planned for 7NM in the
duration of one minute, followed by the descent to
FL100 in the duration of eight minutes (48NM, de-
scent 4.8%). At FL100 horizontal flight segment is
planned in the duration of four minutes (18NM) fol-
lowed by a repeated segment of descent (13NM) to
the altitude of 3,000ft AGL at an angle of 5° (descent
gradient 8.8%) in the duration of three minutes. Hori-
zontal segment at 3,000ft AGL is planned for three
minutes of flight i. e. 10NM, followed by the final ap-
proach to landing at the Airport Pleso – Zagreb at an
angle of 3° (ILS approach). In accordance with the ac-
tual meteorological data for the days of the planned
flights the data were input on the head/tail wind com-
ponent at different flying altitudes. Based on such
flight profile and actual take-off mass of 52,800kg at
take-off, the aircraft mass after landing (actual Land-
ing Mass) of 51,507kg has been calculated. The differ-
ence between ATOM and ALM forms the consumed
fuel during flight i. e. 1,293kg.

The second simulation took into consideration the
CDA with FL240, with the same assumptions of
ATOM and the direction and intensity of wind at dif-
ferent altitudes. The first segment of climb to FL240
started with the aircraft mass of 52,800kg, and 11 min-
utes passed until TOC was reached covering the dis-
tance of 39NM. The horizontal segment from TOC to
TOD at FL240 took four minutes, i. e. 20NM, fol-
lowed by simulation of a continuous angle of descent
to the ground of 2.75° (descent gradient 4.8%). The
segment took 17 minutes or 82NM. The total duration
of flight was, like in the first simulation, 32 minutes, i.
e. a total of 151NM travelled. The aircraft mass upon
landing according to this profile amounted to
51,542kg, which is 1,258kg of consumed fuel. The dif-
ference of 35kg in fuel saving during flight occurred in
the second simulation by using a continuous angle of
descent in the third route leg.

Based on the performed simulations that can
roughly present the expected results, according to in-
put assumptions of the simulated situations, tests and
measurements were carried out on two flights by A319

aircraft of Croatia Airlines, in approximately equal
meteorological conditions on scheduled flights (the
simulation was carried out on 05 March 2008, and the
flights on 06 and 07 March 2008 taking off from Split
at the same time). Measurements during flight were
carried out by GPS Garmin 496 and the results were
processed in Ozi Explorer software using geo-coded
maps of the Republic of Croatia.

The first flight on 06 March 2008 was performed
according to the standard operative procedure at
ATOW of 52,800kg,

The second flight took place on 07 March 2008,
when the weather conditions were approximately the
same but since, due to economical reasons, the testing
could be performed only on a scheduled flight when
passengers are transported, ATOW on the second
flight was greater and amounted to 58,200kg, which
makes the aircraft during the second flight by 5,400kg
heavier. On the second flight the crew implemented
the CDA technique from TOD FL240 until entering
ILS – with special agreement and coordination with
the ATC centre.

Deriving from the meteorological data, the engine
thrust, angle of approach and land surface around the
final approach fix, a simulation of the noise footprint
was made for the CDA and the standard approach.
This simulation was done by using the Integrated
Noise Model (INM) software which is used for making
noise contour charts at the Zagreb-Pleso airport.

5. RECOMMENDED PLAN OF
IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the aforementioned, the Department of
Aeronautics of the Faculty of Transport and Traffic
Sciences recommends a plan for the implementation
of CDA procedures which will be carried out by all air-
space users and service providers joined in a techno-
logical project.

This plan will be based on the current CDA bene-
fits research and the methodology already mentioned
in this document.

In accordance with the Eurocontrol recommenda-
tions [7], the following Key Requirements for Success
are necessary for the efficient implementation of the
CDA procedures:
– A preliminary review made by operational stake-

holders to establish whether changes to proce-
dures will lead to environmental enhancement and
operational/economic benefit and to assist in plan-
ning such changes.

– A positive safety and cost/benefit review including
the use of simulators to assess at an early stage
whether CDAs are operationally possible.
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– Commitment from the senior management of op-
erational stakeholders.

– Willingness to change operational practice to ben-
efit the local residents and aerodrome as a whole.

– Support from regulator(s) will also assist imple-
mentation.

– Effective collaboration.
– Adequate ongoing promotion, training, perfor-

mance monitoring and performance feedback to
all those involved as part of a continual improve-
ment process.
The CDA is a tactical procedure and it is not ex-

pected that it will be successfully applied by every air-
craft on approach at a particular aerodrome. As expe-
rience grows, the number of aircraft using CDA
should increase to a significant proportion of flights.

Generally, the implementation plan would have
four phases:
1. Initial phase: it would encompass initiation, infor-

mal preliminary consultations with the airspace us-
ers and service providers, and preparation of a de-
tailed study. After that, the regulator (Ministry of
Transport) would form a task group whose pur-
pose would be to draw a plan for the next phase. As
the final product of the first phase, a booklet would
be published with suggested CDA procedures for
Zagreb FIR and with the results of the domestic
and international scientific research regarding
CDA.

2. The planning phase: it would include detailed re-
view of the existing situation regarding approach

procedures, joint agreement on the CDA variant
for the Zagreb FIR, designing CDA solution, stra-
tegic planning of the CDA utilisation and jointly
agreed implementation, development and report-
ing plan.

3. Implementation phase: based on the agreed CDA
variant and implementation plan, manuals and
training materials would be made as well as simula-
tion, validation and assessment of the CDA proce-
dure. After simulations and assessment have
shown positive results, the CDA procedure would
be made operational.

4. Review phase: the purpose of this phase would be
to enhance the procedure through feedback from
all participants. Improvements would be imple-
mented and reviewed.

The outline of the implementation plan is shown in
Figure 2.

Although some planned activities are specific and
specialized, the CDA procedure implementation can
only be achieved through collaboration between all
operational stakeholders (air carriers, CroControl
and airports).

The stakeholders have a collective responsibility to
ensure that:

– The implementation plan is in accordance with
Eurocontrol recommendations (deviating from
them as little as possible).

– Regulatory authorities support CDA implementa-
tion, ensure harmony with any national plans and
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Figure 2 - Generic CDA implementation plan [7]
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the flow of information. This should be done
through consultations at an early stage.

– All proposed CDA procedures are subject to ade-
quate and integrated safety assessment before im-
plementation.

– At an early stage of implementation, initial CDA
review is conducted, which should answer the fol-
lowing questions:
– Does implementation meet the ‘Key Require-

ments for Success’?
– Do arriving aircraft presently fly segments of

level flight above noise sensitive areas at less
than 10,000ft?

– Will implementation of CDA reduce the noise
impact on these areas?

– Can operating procedures be changed without
generating safety or operational problems?

– Senior management from each stakeholder orga-
nisation takes an active leadership interest in CDA
implementation and releases adequate resources
including nominating ‘CDA points of contact’.
It is very important that all individual and collabo-

rative responsibilities and tasks are coordinated
through the Collaborative Implementation Group
(CIG). This group is made of representatives from all
stakeholder organisations with the primary goal of co-
ordinating implementation activities and informing all
stakeholders, and other interested parties, of individ-
ual roles and tasks, roles and tasks of other stake-
holders and tracking current status of the implemen-
tation.

Generally, the roles and tasks of stakeholders dur-
ing the CDA implementation process can be divided
as follows:
1. State and Regulator role: strategic planning of the

airspace use in terms of implementing CDA proce-
dures, marketing and support of the CDA imple-
mentation plan as a way of protecting the environ-
ment, support during the modification of operat-
ing procedures and production of safety reviews
and recommendations.

2. Air Navigation Service Provider role: all relevant
ATC staff should receive adequate awareness
briefing and continuation training to allow them to
continue to facilitate CDA (particular attention
should be given to assessing distance-to-go and the
use of speed control).

3. Aircraft Operator role: proactive role in the imple-
mentation and the use of simulators to assess the
proposed CDA associated with LP/LD, review
company Standard Operating Procedures, encour-
age pilots to apply the CDA techniques in order to
minimise the horizontal flight segments during the
approach, optimise the descent profile and mini-
mise airframe and engine noise.

4. Aerodrome Operator role: providing local strate-
gic advice and policy guidance around the aero-
drome, noise monitoring during the approaches to
support performance management, actively in-
form local community of the environmental bene-
fits of the CDA procedures.
As illustrations of importance for the necessary de-

velopment and implementation of proposed plan dur-
ing August 2008 Eurocontrol and IATA have agreed a
five-point plan to reduce fuel burn and emissions [5].
With the aviation industry concerned with the rapid
rise in the price of fuel, the organizations have identi-
fied a series of short-term measures that together will
reduce annual fuel consumption by 470,000 tonnes.
The measures point at two general areas: to ensure
improvement of the European airspace design for
both terminal and en-route areas, and to ensure im-
provement to airspace and airport utilization. To-
gether they should result in an annual reduction in
CO2 emissions of 1,555,000 tonnes each year and sav-
ing in the airline fuel in the region of EUR 390 million.
The five-point action plan consists of:
– Enhancing European en-route airspace design

through annual improvement of European ATS
route network, high priority being given to the im-
plementation of a coherent package of annual im-
provements and supporting initial implementation
of free route airspace,

– Improving airspace utilisation and route network
availability through actively supporting and involv-
ing aircraft operators and the computer flight plan
service providers in flight plan quality improve-
ments and improving the utilisation of civil/mili-
tary airspace structures,

– Efficient TMAs design and utilisation through im-
plementation of advanced navigational capabili-
ties, implementation of CDAs and improved ar-
rival/departure routes and optimised departure
profiles,

– Optimising airport operations through implementa-
tion of Airport Collaborative Decision Making,

– Improving awareness of performance.

6. AIRBUS PERSPECTIVE TO CDA
APPROACH

Airbus considers that noise abatement procedures
are a very valuable tool, which has high potential for
delivering efficiently significant noise reduction [8].
They also expect a significant development of such
procedures in the coming years based on the following
basic facts:
– Airports and operators have an urgent need and

willingness to solve local noise problems;
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– Noise abatement operational procedures are one
of the four principal elements of the balanced ap-
proach;

– Important specific research efforts in Europe and
US are conducted in order to reduce noise and to
develop operational noise abatement procedures;

– The development of aircraft systems is creating
new opportunities (e.g. Flight Management Sys-
tem);

– ATC system development, etc.
In this context, the potential short-term relief that

noise abatement procedures can bring, is playing a
crucial role. Airbus is very active in research related to
this subject and to the associated enhanced aircraft
systems. Based on the above, Airbus has to integrate
into all its work related to improved noise abatement
operational procedures the multiple factors involved
(safety first!) and to coordinate with all other actors
concerned.

7. LINK BETWEEN CDA AND AREA
NAVIGATION (RNAV)

Area Navigation (RNAV) is a method of naviga-
tion which permits aircraft operation on any desired
flight path within the coverage of station-referenced
navigation aids or within the limits of the capacity of
self-contained aids, or a combination of these [9].
RNAV system allows the a/c to be navigated to the re-
quired level of accuracy without the requirement to fly
directly over ground-based facilities.

EUROCONTROL believe that the key to success-
ful introduction of the CNS/ATM concept is the de-
sign, development and implementation of RNAV.
The performance Based Navigation (PBN) concept
specifies RNAV system performance requirements in
terms of accuracy, integrity, availability, continuity
and functionality needed for the proposed operations
in the context of a particular Airspace Concept – when
supported by the appropriate navigation infrastruc-
ture. In this context, the PBN concept represents a
shift from sensor-based to performance-based naviga-
tion.

The benefits of the PBN are:
a) Direct flight path;
b) Reduced congestion;
c) Reduction in distance, flight time, costs;
d) Improved flexibility;
e) Increase in route capacity, full use of available air-

space;
f) Reduction in vertical and horizontal separation

criteria.
As a European RNAV Application Basic RNAV

(B-RNAV) is defined as RNAV that meets a lateral
track keeping accuracy equal to or better than +/-

5NM for 95% of the flight time [9]. This value includes
signal source error, airborne receiver error, display
system error, and flight technical error. This naviga-
tion performance assumes the necessary coverage
provided by satellite or ground-based navigation aids
are available for the intended route to be flown.

As further development of the concept of area nav-
igation within the European region, the ECAC Navi-
gation Strategy [10] calls for the implementation of
Precision Area Navigation (P-RNAV) in terminal and
en-route airspace. This implementation of P-RNAV is
logical development of the Basic Area Navigation
(B-RNAV) as currently applied en-route and to some
designated feeders into and out of terminal airspace.

The term P-RNAV refers to the RNAV routes
which require that aircraft shall be equipped with, as a
minimum, RNAV systems capable of meeting
+/-1NM lateral track keeping accuracy for at least
95% of the flight time [9]. Obviously, the functional
requirements of the RNAV systems that support this
kind of route are significantly greater than those cor-
responding to B-RNAV.

Precision Area Navigation (P-RNAV) is being in-
troduced to enable RNAV applications to be intro-
duced in terminal airspace. P-RNAV requirements
will be published for many SIDs, STARs and Initial
Approach segments where the Authorities have deter-
mined that benefit can be gained from the use of
RNAV in terminal airspace. P-RNAV requirements
may also be published for selected parts of the en-
-route structure where capacity benefits can be identi-
fied. P-RNAV can be achieved using inputs from
DME/DME or GPS (IRS may be used in a reversion
mode for a few minutes).

In 1999, ICAO published the RNP Manual [10],
and industry developed the term RNP-RNAV. RNP
RNAV was a term and concept developed by the Ra-
dio Technical Commission for Aeronautics [11] that
integrated the concepts of RNP with those of RNAV.
It referred to the system and the navigation perfor-
mance accuracy necessary for operation within a de-
fined airspace. Unfortunately, as global RNAV appli-
cations grew, different regions used different terms to
describe the same application; due to insufficient de-
scription of the navigation performance and opera-
tional requirements, there was little perceived differ-
ence between RNAV and RNP. To eliminate any con-
fusion, ICAO introduced the Performance Based
Navigation concept and the PBN Manual [9] has su-
perseded the RNP Manual.

An RNP application will still stipulate a lateral
track-keeping accuracy requirement depending on the
operation it is designed for. However, on-board per-
formance monitoring and alerting is the main element
which determines if the navigation system complies
with the necessary safety level associated to an RNP
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application; it relates to both lateral and longitudinal
navigation performance. RNP systems provide im-
provements on the integrity of operation and there-
fore may offer safety, operational and efficiency bene-
fits (Figure 3).

Whilst the present applications are restricted to
2D RNAV, as capacity benefits can be demonstrated,
they will extend to 3D navigation, enabling profile
management to be employed and a resulting modifica-
tion to the structure of TMA. The term 3D RNAV re-
fers to the RNAV operations using the vertical co-or-
dinate. This kind of area navigation is an improvement
of the B-RNAV/P-RNAV due to the inclusion of the
altitude information in the navigation solution.

Similarly, the 4D RNAV concept is an improve-
ment of the 3D RNAV from the use of a fourth co-or-
dinate, the time. 4D RNAV operations will allow a re-
distribution of responsibilities between aircraft and
ATC. In order to implement 4D RNAV operations it
is necessary that the controller support tools such as
trajectory prediction, conflict resolution and arrival/
/departure managers must be in place and data-link
must be available to permit the ATM system capacity
to approach more closely and consistently the system
optimum.

The objective of the implementation of Free
Routes is to support increased flexibility of en-route
operations and to improve user preferred trajectories.
The Free Routes concept allows aircraft with RNAV
systems to plan flights between en-route points at the
beginning/end of the Terminal Procedures or the en-
try/exit points to the Free Routes airspace. This con-
cept is expected to contribute to the flexibility of en-
route operations, to give capacity increases, and to al-
low fuel and time efficient operations with the mini-
mum ATC constraints. The initial application was
based on B-RNAV capability. No additional equip-
ment fit will be required and the requirements for nav-
igation infrastructure remain unchanged from this
point of view. The development of the Single Euro-
pean Sky (SES) through the ATM Research program
(SESAR) introduces the concept of business/mission

trajectories i. e. flight routes created for a special mis-
sion which will be based on 4D capabilities. The busi-
ness trajectory is one which the airspace user agrees to
fly and the ANSP agrees to facilitate (subject to sepa-
ration provision). The authorization takes the form of
clearance by the ANSP or validation by the aircraft
(crew/systems) depending on who is the designated
separator. The trajectory can be considered as having
four parts:
– The executed part (RBTX): represents the already

flown part of the trajectory.
– Current position (CP): the 3D position of the air-

craft at a given time.
– Authorized part (RBTA): represents those seg-

ments of the trajectory (including ground seg-
ments) that have been cleared by the ANSP or vali-
dated by the aircraft within a defined horizon.

– Planned part (RBTP): segments from the limit of
authorization to trajectory end.
RNAV system integrates information from the

sensor to perform the following functions (Figure 4):
– Navigation (computing data – position, velocity,

track angle, vertical flight path angle, drift angle,
magnetic variation, wind direction and speed);

– Flight Plan Management (creation and assembly of
lateral and vertical flight plan. Specification of
waypoints using l, j);

– Guidance and Control (generates steering com-
mands used to fly the a/c along the desired path;

– Display and System Control (provide the means for
system initialization, flight planning, path devia-
tions, progress monitoring, active guidance con-
trol, presentation of navigation data for crew);
The CDA saves approximately 300kg per approach

[13]. Of course, these figures are specific to the air-
craft type and other parameters and are based on lim-
ited data, but reflect the potential benefits of the im-
plementation of approach procedures based on
RNAV.

A higher thrust implies not only higher fuel con-
sumption but also greater noise.
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The statement of the navigation accuracy necessary for

operation within a defined airspace including all the
contained requirements and area navigation functional and

performance requirements

RNP Benefits:
– Performance guarantees
– Reduced separation minima
– Increased capacity
– Reduced congestion

RNAV Benefits:
– Flexible routes
– Reduced ground infrastructure
– Increased capacity
– Reduced congestion

Figure 3 - RNP/RNAV benefits



The ERA (European Regions Airline Associa-
tion) has established the following estimates: assum-
ing an annual figure of 2,200 landings, of which 25%
are flown using CDA rather than conventional step-
-down approach, the annual savings (fuel and the cost
of carbon emissions) could equal to around
EUR13,000 to 15,000 per aircraft. Additionally, 90
tonnes of CO2 generation would be avoided annually
per aircraft and aircraft maintenance costs would be
marginally reduced [13].

The concept of Required Navigation Performance
will define equipment requirements for performance
of aircraft in a particular airspace or phase of flight
[14]. This will have a significant impact not only on the
equipment carriage but also on airspace planning and
development of infrastructure.

8. AREA NAVIGATION IN CROATIA

Modelling of the development of air traffic of the
Republic of Croatia is in direct correlation with the ac-
tual reform of the European ATM as well as with the
economic transition within the process of integration
into the European Union. The establishment of the
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) which is
based on the upgrade of the JAR system will legally
impose the safety regulation regime of airspace on the
ECAC member countries.

On the other hand, apart from the harmonization
activity of CNS/ATM of national systems and the im-
plementation of ATM Strategy 2000+ through
EATM projects, Eurocontrol has taken over the stan-
dardization of safety aspects of ATM. In this way the
infrastructure and transport capacities should be in-
cluded in the modelling of air traffic development in
the Republic of Croatia, which includes airports, air
traffic control system and fleet, administration-orga-
nization structure and norms.

This concept includes also the implementation of
the entire series of novelties into the airspace control

system in the Republic of Croatia, in which the RNAV
routes form only one part [15]. The concept of conven-
tional navigation that had been used until 2000 relied
on routine navigation guidance by the ATC (Air Traf-
fic Control). The implementation of RNAV routes,
especially in the upper airspace, greater flexibility and
navigation accuracy have been achieved and the ca-
pacities of all ATC sectors within the Zagreb FIR have
been increased.

The RNAV routes and procedures represent the
cornerstone for the realization of the PNB concept
(Performance-Based Navigation) whose development
plan requires defining of standards for RNP (Re-
quired Navigation Performance) as significant part of
introducing the next generation of communication,
navigation, surveillance in ATM (CNS/ATM). The ac-
curacy of RNP and its integrity monitoring capability
are expected to further enhance the navigational pre-
cision of RNAV and to define aircraft flight paths
within tightly specified airspace corridors, and conse-
quently, in Croatia, as the next step, gradual introduc-
tion of P-RNAV procedures for navigation guidance
within the terminal airspace is expected.

It is shown that CDA could produce major benefits
in costs, fuel consumption, environmental impact and
the public image of aviation. Unfortunately airspace
constrains or overriding safety requirements mean
that it is not always possible to implement CDA, but
regional airports are less complex and therefore offer
more opportunities to introduce this method of ap-
proach. Some of the basic operational issues for air-
port can be that the runway exit points should be des-
ignated and located to help minimise the use of re-
verse thrust and runway occupancy times thus reduc-
ing the possibility of missed approach procedure.
Also, airport should (where practicable) consider
evaluating the costs and benefits of potential design
enhancements, such as displaced thresholds. Success-
ful CDA is significantly assisted by the installation of
an ILS, so airports are encouraged to provide ILS to
all approaches where CDA is expected. When the ILS
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is unserviceable or is not provided, the request to
achieve CDA is not negated. Consideration should be
given to the establishment of P-RNAV approach pro-
cedures with vertical guidance (APVs) [16] as the pri-
mary backup to ILS failure in preference to VOR,
VOR-NDB, NDB or visual approach. In situations
where the ILS is not available, which are rare, greater
achievement of CDA is likely if P-RNAV APV proce-
dure is in place.

It would seem that the European air transport in-
dustry is going through a phase of major structural and
operational changes following many years of theoreti-
cal planning. CDA is only a small part of these changes
but the benefits can be substantial and worth the effort.

9. CONCLUSION

Initial measurement conducted in cooperation
with Croatia Airlines and CroControl showed that
benefits of the CDA procedures are within the limits
defined by ICAO and EUROCONTROL documents.
For detailed results a more thorough research is
needed, using active noise measurement on the
ground and in the aircraft itself combined with the
larger number of flights. This kind of research would
include a cost/benefit assessment of the CDA proce-
dures implementation. It would also define guidelines
and steps that need to be taken for complete CDA im-
plementation within the Croatian airspace. One of the
more important results of such research would be set-
ting up company standards and recommended prac-
tices regarding CDA, not only for Croatia but for
other airports in Europe as well.

Due to the relevant data gathered by specific mea-
surements on the ground and in the air as well as simu-
lators, this research will be a foundation upon which
the CDA implementation plan will be built in case that
the CDA procedures are adopted in Croatia.

Also, two other directions of research are possible,
first, in coordination with EUROCONTROL centre
for simulations which has already shown considerable
interest, and second, which is monitoring perfor-
mance as part of the fourth phase of CDA implemen-
tation.

This kind of research initiates close cooperation
and coordination of all stakeholders in the Croatian
airspace, it creates a connection between science and
economy and, finally, it develops the air traffic and the
Republic of Croatia as a whole.
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SAÃETAK

OPTIMIZACIJA NAVIGACIJSKIH PROCEDURA U
SVOJSTVU UNAPRJEÐENJA PROMETNO-TEHNO-
LOŠKIH ZNAÈAJKI ZRAKOPLOVA A319/320

Ovaj se èlanak bavi optimizacijom navigacijskih putanja
komercijalnih zrakoplova A-319/320 koji se nalaze u floti Cro-
atia Airlines-a u završnoj (prilaznoj) fazi leta, a koja se oèituje
u smanjenju kolièine potrebnog goriva za let, smanjenju emisi-
je štetnih plinova i smanjenju podruèja na zemlji zahvaæenog
bukom zrakoplova u prilazu. Tehnološki proces zraènog prije-
voza, kao proces stvaranja usluge sredstvima zraènog prometa,
predmet je istraãivanja tehnologije zraènog prometa. Sam pro-
ces prijevoza putnika i robe zraènim putem opæenito obiljeãava
znaèajka da se u tom procesu savladavaju prostorne razlike i
da se sam proces odvija u prostoru i nije vezan uz odreðeno
mjesto (osim pojedinih radnji i poslova kao što su utovar i
istovar robe, ukrcaj i iskrcaj putnika i sl). Sukladno tome, kako
bi se uspješno savladale prostorne razlike potrebno je razviti i
primjenjivati navigacijske procedure i postupke u letenju koje
omoguæuju maksimalnu iskoristivost zrakoplova ili flote zra-
koplova. Na taj naèin se neposredno poveæava ekonomiènost –
kao jedno od naèela prometne tehnologije - zrakoplovnoga
prijevoznika, koji je uz zraène luke i sluãbu kontrole letenja
sudionik u prometnom procesu. Navedene navigacijske proce-
dure u izravnoj su vezi s prometno-tehnološkim znaèajkama
zrakoplova komercijalne namjene, što je zapravo jedan od
sadrãaja istraãivanja tehnologije prijevoza.

KLJUÈNE RIJEÈI

navigacijske procedure, prilaãenje s kontinuiranim sniãava-
njem, zraèni promet, ekologija
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